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Although Tory Burch is new brand,yet from start of its seeming in the world, it has become very
trendy in America because of its exceptional desing and exceptional characteristics.Tory Burch , the
most famous appearance is in the American trend show" Gossip Girl ". In the show Blake Lively
plays the role of Serena Van Der who wore golden sequins dress. The golden sequins dress was
produced in Tory Burch Corporation. We know that the famous Hollywood IT Girl Paris Hilton love
this brand too. It is famous for its advanced design idea and the qualified goods. They always walk
in the forefront of the fashion. It has been gradually growing up.In the fashion field, which also
influences our life, behavio, the attitude towards life etc.

In 2010, It expands nd finally enters Europe. In late 2010, Tory Burch opened boutiques in Rome
and London. In 2010, and opened 20 new doors total--seven internationally (Osaka, Seoul, Hong
Kong, Kobe and Taipai) and 13 in the U.S.,including one in her Philadelphia hometown. Also, for the
final Oprah's Favorite Things, aired in November, Oprah Winfrey chose two Tory Burch pieces--gray
flannel Revas and a gray flannel Tory Tote. In July, Tory Burch launched a full denim collection,
including six styles in several washes as well as ready-to-wear pieces. It was a major success. The
versatility of its products is definitely one of the biggest perks of buying within the brand. The typical
style of the Tory Burch often pays homage to the styles popularized in the 1950's and 1960's for a
sophisticatedly modern throw-back, and manages to create an elegant, classic, and yet not
overstated look.

What are the main products of the Tory Burch? Well, it includes clothing, handbags and accessories
etc. Each one has its different styles. Such as the clothing including tunics, tops, dresses, skirts,
sweaters, jackets and outerwea, denim, pants and shorts. If you want to buy something , you can
surf the Internet and get what you want. The series of shoes include heels, wedges, sandals, flats,
flip flops, boots. The series of Tory burch bags are also of various style and always follow the
fashion trend.

Tory burch bags are along with you will will definitely let you become more confident and attractive.
The amazing lady who started this eponymous brand. Because of its excellent handiwork and
enduring appeal, it has an expensive price for most people. From designs to colors, the concept is
said to have been inspired by their classical styles. The unique designs are very special.
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With more information about a tory burch bags, pay a visit to our online store where you can buy it
with high satisfaction.
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